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Adele has kicked off her first world tour in four years with
a concert in Belfast that received overwhelmingly posi-
tive reviews despite the bestselling singer’s bout of

pre-gig nerves.
The show in Northern Ireland’s main city late on Monday

was sold out months in advance and fans came from as far as
Japan and South Africa to catch a first glimpse of the British
ballad singer.

The 100-stop tour includes dates in London in March, Paris
in June, as well as New York’s Madison Square Garden and the
Staples Center in Los Angeles, culminating with two dates in
Mexico City in November.

“I know some of you have been dragged along but I’m
going to win you over,” Adele joked with some 11,000 fans
gathered in Belfast, the BBC reported.

“Although some of my songs get a bit depressing.” The 27-
year-old singer, who has been frank about her stage fright,
also informed fans that she was suffering “bowel movements”
because of nerves.

Dressed in a long black dress with golden threads, she per-
formed 18 hits including “Hello”, “Rolling in The Deep”, “Set Fire

to The Rain” and “Skyfall”, the theme song to the James Bond
film of the same name. Adele last performed in Britain in
September 2011.

Alexis Petridis, music critic for The Guardian newspaper,
gave the concert four out of five stars, praising her “fantastic
voice” and calling the performance “solid-if unsurprising”.

The Sun, the biggest selling daily in Britain, gave her five
stars saying the show “proved why she is the most successful
artist of the 21st century”.

The show was “polished and perfect”.
The Independent called on the singer to be the “bawdy,

ballsy person she is on stage when she writes”.
Adele has broken several records with her third and latest

album, featuring the ballad “Hello”.
She was officially the biggest-selling artist in the world in

2015, according to the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry (IFPI). — AFP

Nervous Adele kicks 
off world tour in Belfast

Former pop idol Noriko Sakai, who fell spectacularly
from grace after being arrested on drugs charges, is a
rare breed in Japan: A female celebrity who has suf-

fered public humiliation and survived.
The swift demise of mixed-race sweetheart Becky over an

alleged affair with a married man recently highlighted
Japan’s harsh treatment of women in the entertainment
business, but Sakai insisted that redemption is possible-for
those with thick skin.

“I don’t like losing,” the 45-year-old told AFP in an inter-
view.  “I used to play softball at school. It was very tough
pulling tyres around the schoolyard in winter (for training). If
you made a mistake you would get a slap across the face, it
was different to how it is today.

“It was very spartan,” added Sakai, who is set to embark
on an Asian tour to mark a new mini album and celebrate 30
years in pop. “It toughened me up for later life, gave me that
tenacity.”

Sakai, who two decades ago cultivated a sweet, girl-next-
door image similar to Becky’s brand, was given a suspended
jail sentence in 2009 for using illegal stimulants. 

Her comeback, following a three-year hiatus, was little
short of remarkable in a country which wants its female
entertainers not only to entertain, but to be squeaky clean-
not elegantly wasted.

A native of Fukuoka in western Japan, Sakai has just
returned from Taiwan, where the singer-actress was greeted
at the airport by hundreds of fans and around 50 television
crews and media.

“I got a taste of what it feels like to be Lady Gaga,” she
laughed. “I didn’t expect an amazing welcome like that. I’m
very grateful my fans have stayed with me and I’ve been
able to have such a long career.”

Becky, a half-British singer in the Katy Perry mould, regu-
larly appeared on several television shows, in multiple com-
mercials and was adored by millions-until a leaked text mes-
sage from the star to her alleged lover found its way into the
Japanese tabloids and a 15-year career ended in tears.

SHAVED HEAD 
Her plight is not a first in Japan, where a female per-

former’s stock can quickly plummet if she suddenly becomes
“unavailable” to male fans. 

Teeny-bopper Minami Minegishi, a former member of
Japan’s most popular girl band AKB48, famously shaved her
hair off-a traditional act of contrition in Japan-after being
photographed leaving her boyfriend’s home in 2013.

“In some respects it’s tougher for a woman,” said Sakai.
“But if you make a mistake in Japan, and not necessarily

just women, people judge you to the bitter end. 
“They will dig up a mixture of fact and fiction. It’s like a

kind of group bullying, it’s quite spiteful,” she added. 
“It’s contagious, like when a pupil makes a mistake at

school-that pupil is made to feel totally alone and they
parade them around until they break down completely. I
wonder if it’s really necessary to go that far.”

The media vitriol ended Becky’s career, but her alleged
boyfriend, a married male pop singer, suffered no such back-
lash.

“What disgusts Japanese people about what Becky did
was how she continued to lie about the affair,” said celebrity
psychologist Yoko Haruka.

“She carried on pretending to be a sweet girl. But when
her lying was exposed, she became persona non grata,”
Haruka added. 

Sakai shot to fame in 1986, when she went by the nick-
name ‘Nori-P’ and sang songs with lyrics such as “sweet cou-
ple, pee-pee! Woo be popple, pee-pee!”

Less sugar-puff and more street-wise thirty years on,

Sakai believes that Japan has turned a corner with regard to
the thorny issue of sexual equality.

“I think it has improved,” she said. “Although I’ve never
worked in an office so I can’t speak for women working
alongside men in companies.

“But every family has a strong woman running it. And if
you look at Japan as a metaphor for the family, things can
only improve the stronger women become.” — AFP

Fallen Japan idol Nori-P emerges as survivor of ‘bullying’ culture

Four separate stories in which male adoles-
cents go off the rails constitute “ The
Wounded Angel,” the sophomore outing of

Kazakh writer-director Emir Baigazin.
Unfortunately, it’s impaired by the fact that it is
very similar to his much-prized, Berlin Silver
Bear-winning debut, “Harmony Lessons” (2013),
but considerably less compelling: Whereas the
earlier film combined a pitch-perfect study in
crime and punishment with engagingly stylized
visuals, the follow-up, which the director calls
the second in a trilogy, fails to catch fire emo-
tionally and is burdened by excessive formalism.
While not exactly DOA, this “Angel” will struggle
to fly beyond festivals.  The action is set in the
early 1990s-a time of severe economic crisis and
increasing crime-in a desolate outpost of rural
Kazakhstan that, in the words of the local
teacher, produces nothing but criminals and
lazybones. The episodes are separated by
images from a symbolist painting by Hugo
Simberg, called “The Wounded Angel,” which is
situated in Finland’s Tampere Cathedral, and
accompanied by simple titles such as “Fate,” “The
Fall” and “Greed.” The second episode focuses on
Chick (Madiyar Aripbay), a lad with a beautiful
singing voice, who is preparing for a competi-

tion. When an illness destroys his chances, angry
Chick acts out, joining his school’s thugs in shak-
ing down younger children for their money (a
plot element that also appeared in “Harmony
Lessons”)

The most surreal-looking of the stories  fol-
lows greedy loner Toad (Madiyar Nazarov) as he
scavenges for scrap metal in a dingy sewer tun-
nel.  There he meets three boys who have
escaped from an orphanage. The older two carry
a mentally impaired youngster on a decorated
litter. As the orphaned boys sniff glue and get
high, one ( Timur Aidarbekov, the lead of
“Lessons”) tells Toad about their unseen com-
panion, the wounded angel. Meanwhile, Toad
steals the bag of silver that they have stripped
from electric cables.

DEDICATED STUDENT 
The final protagonist is Aslan (Omar Adilov), a

dedicated student whose ambition to become a
doctor come to naught after he performs an
abortion on his girlfriend, then goes mad. His
parents even try an exorcism to disabuse him of
his belief that a tree is growing inside him.  As in
his earlier film, helmer Baigazin works with non-
pro actors who give intense but impassive per-

formances. But while “Harmony Lessons” provid-
ed some sort of psychological grounding for the
protagonist’s behavior and explored the notion
of survival of the fittest, “The Wounded Angel”
lacks a similar mechanism that would generate a
rooting interest in the characters, and feels arbi-
trarily tied together by the director’s interest in
the themes of the Simberg painting.  Baigazin’s
formalist tendencies, typified by peripatetic
French lenser Yves Cape’s lengthy shots-which
frame characters in windows and doors, and
within devastated landscapes-don’t support the
overall narrative as well as they did in the direc-
tor’s more energetic debut. The visuals, while
striking, also come across as alienating and self-
conscious, as do production designer Sergey
Kopylov’s austere whitewashed homes, where
the walls contain nothing but a mirror.  During
the Berlin Film Festival, Baigazin announced that
the final film in this trilogy would be postponed
while he prepared the first pic in a new trilogy
about modern nightlife in Kazakhstan’s capital,
Almaty. Sounds like a good plan, since his treat-
ment of rural teens is producing diminishing
returns. — Reuters

Thomas Wolfe may have believed that
you can’t go home again, but
Argentine writer-director Daniel

Burman begs to differ in his latest, “The
Tenth Man,” which pivots on a middle-aged
guy returning to his roots and ultimately
finding himself. A valentine to the bustling
Once district, the old Jewish neighborhood
of Buenos Aires, and to Usher, the macher
behind a Jewish welfare foundation located
there, this low-key romantic comedy marks
a return to one of Burman’s oft-repeated
themes-a son coming to grips with his rela-
tionship with his father-and to the setting
of one of his most successful features, “Lost
Embrace.” Although the pic has a warm and
fuzzy vibe, its low-budget, documentary-
like look, slight storyline and general lack of
drama may limit offshore distribution to
fests and Jewish-interest events.

The story is structured around the seven
days that the genial and slightly pudgy Ariel
(Alan Sabbagh) spends in Buenos Aires dur-
ing the colorful Purim holiday, trying to
connect with his father (voiced by the real-
life, mono-monikered Usher), the backbone
of the close-knit Jewish community. One of
the film’s several running jokes is that, while
managing the affairs of his foundation in a
god-like way, Usher is often heard yet never
seen. Another is the constant supply of
used cell phones with prepaid minutes
remaining that come Ariel’s way, with Usher
always knowing what number to call.  Ariel
grew up in the Once, but currently works in
New York as an economist. He still carries
sad childhood memories of his father failing
to attend his school events, because he was
constantly called away to make up a quo-
rum at funerals and the synagogue. “Why
does a quorum in Judaism require 10 men?”
Ariel continually wonders, a question that
gives the film its English-language title.  As
Usher orders Ariel to run various errands, it
may seem, at first, that the father doesn’t
have his priorities straight. But it soon
becomes apparent that he has a hidden
agenda or two concerning his son’s welfare
and happiness. And one of their chief com-
ponents involves Eva (Julieta Zylberberg,

“Wild Tales”), an unmarried, outwardly prim
Orthodox woman that works at the founda-
tion.  Burman pays tribute to the work of
Usher’s foundation, shooting on location
with actual workers and clients. Given that
fiction and documentary are so closely
bound up in the film, audiences may won-
der if some of the humorously inspired
solutions to problems that the foundation
provides are real or imagined-as when a
hungry person is dispatched to a bar mitz-
vah celebration along with a wrapped gift
from the foundation’s supply.

As Ariel begins to spend time with Eva-
clearing out the apartment of a recently
deceased person, checking the bathroom
cabinet for a medication that another foun-
dation client requires-he is initially intrigued
by her efficiency, unflappable calm and her
apparent muteness. Because of Usher’s
interventions, he continues to see her over
the course of the week, sampling her cook-
ing and even spying on her as she cleanses
herself at the mikva. When Ariel’s girlfriend
back in New York essentially dumps him
over the phone, thanks to Usher, he has no
reason to feel depressed or even to want to
return to the U.S.

Ariel’s peregrinations on behalf of Usher
and the foundation might easily have
become tiresome, but Burman keeps them
entertaining and slightly absurd, such as
Ariel’s hospital visits with the gentle giant
Marcelito (Uriel Rubin), who is obsessed
with the sports paper and has an aversion
to bathing. Ariel’s quick-witted solutions to
Marcelito’s problems prove that he is defi-
nitely a macher in the making. This is the
sort of quiet, well-observed comedy that is
characteristic of Burman’s oeuvre, and it’s in
ample supply here.

Low-light, hand-held lensing by Daniel
Ortega provides an almost monochrome
look and adds to the docu feel, as do the
dozens of locals who comprise the extras.
— Reuters
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Film Director Emir Baigazin at his
Photo Exhibition in Lugano.

Former pop idol Noriko Sakai smiles during an inter-
view in Tokyo. Sakai, who fell spectacularly from grace
after being arrested on drugs charges, is a rare breed
in Japan: a female celebrity who has suffered public
humiliation and survived. — AFP photos


